This paper presents a new numerical algorithm for the integration of the constitutive equations of a single crystal for finite rate-independent elastoplastic strains. The algorithm addressed in this paper is dedicated to face-centered-cubic (FCC) crystal structures. Its first feature is a much more efficient and more accurate integration scheme of the constitutive equations compared to previous attempts. This scheme is based on a fully implicit integration procedure, yet it may be transformed easily into an explicit scheme. Determining the set of active slip systems is performed by the use of a combinatorial search procedure, and the determination of the slip rates of the different active slip systems is based on the fixed point method. The second feature of this algorithm stems from the original method used to solve the ambiguity of the possible non-uniqueness of the set of active slip systems. A robust method, based on a small positive perturbation of the critical shear stresses, is proposed to overcome this difficulty. It is worth mentioning that the algorithm developed in this paper is not limited to one particular hardening law or to FCC crystal structures. Rather, it can be used and extended to various hardening laws and crystal structures (e.g. BCC or HCP. . .) in a straightforward manner. The authors demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm and illustrate its accuracy and efficiency through various numerical simulations at the single crystal and polycrystal scales. The predicted results obtained from those simulations were compared with those obtained using other numerical techniques and algorithms (i.e., a pseudo-inversion technique and an explicit algorithm). Our numerical predictions are also compared with some numerical and experimental results from other papers. The response of the polycrystal was computed by using the proposed algorithm combined with Taylor's homogenization scheme, which is used to compute the overall polycrystalline behavior. The paper ends with a statistical study of the influence of the perturbation technique on the response prediction for a single crystal and a polycrystal.
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Introduction
Crystal plasticity has attracted much attention due to its ability to relate the plastic behavior of crystalline materials to their microstructures. The mechanical modeling of single crystal behavior, at a finite strain range, is now reasonably well The purpose of our paper is to develop a fully implicit algorithm to integrate the constitutive equations of the single crystal at rate-independent elastoplastic finite strains. Even though it is applied here to FCC crystals, this algorithm is general enough to be used for any crystal structure and any hardening law. From a mechanical viewpoint, this algorithm is based on the consistency condition (derived from Schmid's law), which can be expressed mathematically by a non-linear complementarity relation between two positive variables, namely the slip rate and the difference between the rate of the critical shear stress and the rate of the resolved shear stress. This condition can be considered to be a non-linear complementarity problem (NLCP). This NLCP is resolved numerically by a combinatorial search procedure (in order to identify the set of the active slip systems) and by the fixed point method (in order to determine the slip rate of those systems). This implicit algorithm can be transformed easily into an explicit one by avoiding the use of the fixed point method in order to update the slip rates. To the author's knowledge, the development of a fully implicit scheme for the integration of the constitutive equations of a single crystal for finite rate-independent elastoplastic strains has not been undertaken in the scientific literature. More details about the originalities of the developed implicit algorithm compared to the algorithms presented in the literature are exposed in Section 4.8.
The second long-standing problem in the rate independent formulation of single crystal behavior concerns the method used in order to solve the well-known ambiguity of the non-uniqueness of the active slip systems set and the corresponding slip rates. This ambiguity occurs in some cases of strain paths and when the stress state is situated at degenerated sides of the yield surface (i.e. when the slip systems are interdependent). The literature provides several contributions that try to circumvent this difficulty. These contributions can be classified into two distinct families: the first is based on physical or thermodynamic considerations and the second on a purely numerical regularization of this ambiguity (without any physical motivation).
Physical solutions: We mainly cite (Taylor and Elam, 1923) , who selected the solution, that minimizes the derivative of the plastic work. Hamelin et al. (2011) developed a first-order selection criterion, based on the minimization of the change of the internal work with respect to the von Mises strain. Earlier (Renouard and Wintenberger, 1981) proposed a method to select the combination of the active set of slip systems based on the fact that some combinations rotate towards orientations which need less internal work dissipation than others. This strategy is followed by Driver et al. (1984) , Fortunier and Driver (1987) and Skalli et al. (1985) in order to simulate the behavior of aluminum single crystals. Franciosi and Zaoui (1991) used a minimizing hardening criterion in order to select the set of active slip systems.
Many authors have applied a rate-dependent formulation based on power-type creep laws without differentiation of slip systems into active and inactive sets via a loading function (Asaro and Needleman, 1985; Mathur and Dawson, 1989; Peirce et al., 1982 Peirce et al., , 1983 . Finally (Schmidt-Baldassari, 2003) used an augmented Lagrangian formulation based on the principle of the maximum dissipation in order to avoid the non-uniqueness ambiguity.
Numerical solutions: we cite in this category the work of Van Houtte (1981) , who randomly selected a solution. Arul Kumar et al. (2010) used a postulate based on a mathematical manipulation of the consistency condition. Another strategy followed by Anand and Kothari (1996) and Knockaert et al. (2000) , consists in using the pseudo-inversion technique (this is equivalent to projecting, in some mathematical sense, the deformation rate on the set of positive slip rates). Miehe and Schröder (2001) and Schröder and Miehe (1997) proposed an alternative general inverse where the reduced space is obtained by dropping columns of the local Jacobian associated with zero diagonal elements within a standard factorization procedure. Many other authors (Gambin, 1991 (Gambin, , 1992 Montheillet et al., 1985; Toth et al., 1991; Van Houtte, 1987) proposed a rate-independent approach based on the concept of crystals with smooth yield surface. In this approach, only one yield function is used in order to calculate the crystal spin and the incremental shear strains on the active slip systems. Therefore, the slip system ambiguity in crystal plasticity is avoided. Elbououni (2002) and Elbououni et al. (2003) developed a technique to remove this ambiguity, based on the postulate of minimum plastic spin (in the case of plane stress problems). More recently Zamiri and Pourboghrat developed in Zamiri and Pourboghrat (2010) a new technique, based on the so-called combined constraints crystal plasticity (CCCP) model, to solve this ambiguity.
In this contribution, the loss of uniqueness is overcome by adding a slight, positive perturbation to the critical shear stresses. This perturbation is different from one system to another and can be interpreted as a result of a material imperfection or a previous weak latent hardening. The application of this technique allows the degenerated sides to be broken down into simple ones and radically eliminates the non uniqueness ambiguity. It must be noted that some researchers demonstrate that this loss of uniqueness is absent in real material due to anisotropic hardening of the slip systems (e.g. Peeters et al., 2001 ).
The paper is organized as follows:
-Section 2 outlines the constitutive equations for single crystal plasticity for the case of rate-independent plasticity and finite strain. -Section 3 details the FCC single crystal's yield surface topology under the plane stress assumption and in the general 3-D case. -Section 4 provides the algorithmic developments in an incremental formulation. The details of the implicit integration scheme are outlined. -The performance of the developed algorithm is studied in Section 5. In this section, the sensitivity of the mechanical response of the single crystal and the polycrystal to the perturbation technique is also analyzed.
Notations
The derivations presented in this paper are carried out using classic conventions. The assorted notations can be combined between them. Additional notations will be clarified as needed following related equations. The evaluation of in the ith iteration 2. Constitutive equations
Decomposition of the velocity gradient
The classic treatment of finite plasticity deformations may be traced back to several early works (such as Asaro, 1983; Hill and Rice, 1972; Mandel, 1965; Taylor and Elam, 1923) . It is based on the assumption of the existence of an infinite number of elastically relaxed configurations (i.e., configurations obtained by elastic unloading to a stress free state), which are defined up to an arbitrary rotation r with respect to the initial one. To satisfy the objectivity principle (Dogui, 1989) , the constitutive equations may be written in one of these elastically relaxed configurations. Thus, we denote all the tensors and vectors evaluated in this configuration by a superposed bar. In the case of single crystals, the rotation is chosen such that the orientation tensors M s of the different slip systems (see Appendix A for the definition of M s for the case of FCC single crystals) remain unchangeable during the deformation.
The FCC single crystal considered is submitted to a velocity gradient l. The transport l of l in the elastically relaxed configuration is split into a symmetric part d and a skew-symmetric part w. Assuming that the elastic strain is very small compared to the plastic strain, l can be broken down additively into an elastic component and a plastic one. The elastic component of l can also be written as the sum of the elastic strain rate d e and r T _ r. However the plastic component of l can be written as the sum of the plastic strain rate d p and the plastic spin w p . The elastic component describes the lattice distortion and the plastic one is solely due to the contribution of the slip rates on the various oriented slip systems. With these notations, the basic kinematic relations can be written as:
where _ c Ã s is the algebraic value of the slip rate of the slip system s. The evolution of the rotation r is derived from the third equation of (1):
To avoid the use of absolute value and sign functions, each slip system is split into two oriented and opposite oriented slip systems (see Appendix A). With this new definition, the last relation of Eq. (1) becomes
Elastoplastic behavior
The elastic part of the behavior law is classically written as:
where C is the fourth order elasticity tensor. Here linear isotropic elasticity is assumed. In addition, the plastic component of the behavior law is defined by Schmid's law (Schmid and Boas, 1935 
where the resolved shear stress s s is defined as the projection of the Cauchy stress r onto the slip system s and is equal to r : M s .
Hardening law
The hardening law describes the evolution of the critical shear stress s c s during the loading history. The literature provides several models of the hardening law which are generally motivated by the crystal's physical microstructure and dependent, via a hardening modulus h, on the slip rate of the different slip systems. These hardening laws can be classified into two main families: stress-based and strain-based hardening laws.
In the case of the stress based hardening laws, the primary variables of the hardening modulus h are the critical shear stresses (Eq. (6)). However for the case of strain based hardening laws, the primary variables are the accumulated slip of the different slip systems as mentioned in the Eq. (7):
In this section, the topology of the yield surface of FCC single crystal is established under the plane stress assumption and for the general 3D case. In these two cases, the yield surface is defined when the critical stresses are identical for the different slip systems and when the critical shear stresses differ from one system to another (e.g., as a result of a slight, random perturbation of the critical shear stresses). The description of this topology is required in order to introduce the perturbation technique which is used in the algorithmic part of this paper.
FCCP single crystal
The FCCP (the plane FCC) is a particular case of the 3D FCC single crystal submitted to a plane loading path in a symmetry plane (Boukadia, 1988; Boukadia and Sidoroff, 1988; Chenaoui, 1992; Chenaoui et al., 2000; Elbououni, 2002; Elbououni et al., 2003) . Boukadia and Sidoroff (1988) demonstrated, in this case, that the 12 ''physical'' slip systems are combined to define an equivalent single crystal with 5 pseudo-slip systems. If the critical shear stresses are identical for all systems, the yield locus is a polyhedron defined by 10 facets, 20 edges and 12 vertices. Among these 12 vertices, 8 are simple (intersection of 3 facets) and 4 are degenerated (intersection of 4 facets). After the perturbation of the different critical shear stresses and regardless of the value of this perturbation, the new yield locus becomes a polyhedron at 16 vertices (all simple). In this case, the initial degenerated vertices are split into edges: A into A 0 A 00 which leads to the disappearance of degenerations. The same decomposition is applied on the other degenerated vertices. Fig. 1 illustrates the topology of the yield surface of the FCCP single crystal before and after perturbation.
3D FCC single crystal
As in the case of the majority of metals, the plastic deformation is assumed to be isochoric. So the yield locus (the set of all deviatoric stresses satisfying Schmid's law) can be presented in the linear five-dimensional deviatoric space (in the case of three-dimensional symmetric tensors). In this space, the yield locus is a closed convex polyhedron and is made of the intersection of 24 half-spaces defined by 24 hyper-planes. For each side of the boundary of this yield locus, let i be the dimension of the smallest affine subspace containing this side (in a linear space, an affine subspace is the translation of a linear subspace). This integer i ranges from 0 (if the side is a vertex) to 4 (if the side is a face). An i-side (i.e. a side with dimension i) is the intersection of at least (5-i) hyper-planes, and it is called degenerated when it is the intersection of more than (5-i) hyper-planes, otherwise it is called simple. When the critical shear stresses are identical for all slip systems, it is widely known (Bishop and Hill, 1951a,b) that all the 0-sides are degenerated. The first column of Table 1 gives more indications about the degeneration state of the other sides in this case; it shows that this degeneration is a very common case.
Algorithmic developments

Incremental algorithm
The time integration of the evolution problem composed by Eqs. (1)- (5) and (8) 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5) . In order to simplify the notation, the subscript t 0 + dt will be dropped in the following developments, with the understanding that all variables are evaluated at t 0 + dt, unless otherwise indicated.
Identification of the mechanical behavior over the sub-increment I d
The aim of this step is to identify the mechanical behavior over the sub-increment I d . With this aim, let us introduce the set of potentially active slip systems P t 0 at t 0 :
At this level, two possibilities can occur: In spite of multiple similarities between the algorithmic treatments of the two possibilities, the two cases are studied separately (Sections 4.3 and 4.4.) for the sake of clarity and consistency of the presentation.
Elastic case
The first aim of this elastic algorithm is to compute the length dt of the sub-increment I d over which the behavior remains purely elastic. The second aim is to update the different mechanical variables at t 0 + dt. This computation is carried out using an iterative procedure (based on the fixed point method): Fig. 1 . Topology of the F.C.C.P2 yield locus (Boukadia and Sidoroff, 1988) : (a) before perturbation and (b) after perturbation.
Step 1 -Initialize: j = 0,dt (0) = Dt and r ð0Þ ¼ r t 0 -Set j = 1.
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Step 3 The convergence of this iterative procedure occurs when the difference between dt (j) and dt (j À 1) becomes smaller than a specified tolerance e (typically chosen to be equal to 10
jdt ðjÞ À dt
If condition (13) is verified, then dt (j) is the correct length dt of the sub-increment I d , then go to Step 4. Otherwise set j j + 1 and go to Step 2.
Step 4 Update the problem variables and go to the next sub-increment:
The rotation r t 0 þdt and the strain d are equal to the last converged values computed by Eqs. (10) and (11) respectively. As the behavior is purely elastic, the accumulated slip and the critical shear stress of the different slip systems remain constant over I In the plastic case, the set P t 0 is different from £. Each element of P t 0 must fulfill the consistency condition based on Schmid's law: 
After a few straightforward algebraic manipulations, the substitution of (16) into (15) leads to:
where i(g) refers to the rank of the gth system in P ( )
The last equation shows that the integration of the evolution problem composed of Eqs. (1)- (5) and (8) can be reduced to the determination of the slip rates of the various potentially active systems.
Existence and uniqueness of the solution of the NLCP
In spite of the large number of scientific works dedicated to the study of the NLCP problem (Chitra and Subrahmanyam, 1987; Cottle, 1966; Karamardian, 1969a,b; Kyparisis, 1986; Megiddo and Kojima, 1977) , the existence and uniqueness conditions of a solution remain ambiguous for our purpose. However these conditions are clearer in the case of the LCP (linear complementarity problem):
Existence: According to Golub and Van Loan (1983) , the solution of the LCP exists when Z t 2 R cardðP t 0 Þ (which is the case here).
Uniqueness: According to Hill and Rice (1972) , a positive definite matrix W t leads to a unique solution of (19). If W t is singular, the number of solutions may be infinite and the set of slip rates are not necessarily unique.
It is worth noting that the NLCP (19) is transformed into a LCP when the matrix W t and the vector Z t are independent from the slip rates _ c t s (which is the case of explicit integration schemes). From our numerical examples, we noted that a solution to the NLCP (19) was always found. This solution is unique when the matrix W t is positive definite. However, when this matrix is singular or when at least one of its eigenvalues is negative, the uniqueness of the solution of (19) is not guaranteed.
Plastic integration algorithm
The first aim of this plastic integration algorithm is to solve the NLCP of Eq. (19). This solution is based on the identification of the active slip system set by using a combinatorial research procedure and on the computation of the slip rates of the different active systems by using the fixed point method (Appendix C explains this method and its characteristics).
The second aim is to compute the length of the sub-increment I d , over which Schmid's law remains fulfilled. The third aim is to update the mechanical variables at t 0 + dt. Below, the steps used in this implicit plastic algorithm are described.
Step 1 The aim of this step is to identify the set of the active slip systems from the set of the potentially active slip systems P t 0 by using a combinatorial research procedure. We assume here that this set of active systems remains unchanged
-We start the first combination by assuming that the active set of slip systems A coincides with the potentially active ones:
s is equal to 0 for the systems s belonging to P t 0 n A: 
If the matrix e W t 0 is singular, we use the perturbation technique. This technique modifies the data slightly and leads to an elastic case. This is the result of the strict positivity of the perturbation value. Therefore, we follow the algorithm used in Section 4.3 relative to the elastic case. (20) and (21), satisfies the first and second conditions of Eq. (17) at time t 0 , then A is a set of active slip systems, which is chosen, and we go to Step 2. Otherwise we choose another set A and start over with Sub-step 1.2.
Step 2 The aim of this step is to compute the slip rates of the different active slip systems and the length dt of I d , the set of active slip systems being determined in the previous step. Sub-step 2.1 (16)). Indeed e W depends on the components of h gs which depends directly (in the case of a strain-based hardening law) or indirectly (in the case of a stress-based hardening law) on _ c s . However, the vector e Z depends on the rotation r, which, in turn, depends on _ c s (see Eq. (2)). So the system of Eq. (22) is nonlinear. Its resolution is carried out as explained in Section 4.5 by using the fixed point method.
Sub-step 2.3 Deduce the rates _ s c g and _ s g (g 2 {1, . . . , 24}) from Eqs. (1), (4) and (8):
The slip rates _ c s (s 2 A) are computed by the fixed point method found in Subsection 4.5. However, d and h gs are equal to the last converged values computed by Eqs. (32) and (30).
Sub-step 2.4
-Compute the length dt (j) of I d over which Schmid's condition is fulfilled. This condition is automatically fulfilled on the systems belonging to the set of the potentially active slip systems P t 0 over I d . Indeed the second equation (17) automatically implies Schmid's condition for the potentially active slip systems. For the other systems ðR P t 0 Þ, the following condition must be checked: 
The combination of Eqs. (24) and (25) with the first condition (d t (j) 6 Dt) gives the following condition on dt (dt (j) must, of course, be greater than 0):
If
j < e (e is typically chosen to be equal to 10
is the correct length dt of the sub-increment I d ; go to sub-step 2.5. Otherwise, set j j + 1 and go to sub-step 2.2 again.
Sub-step 2.5 -Update the problem variables and go to Section 4.2 again:
where ⁄ The rotation r t 0 þdt is equal to the last converged value computed as shown in Section 4.5;
⁄ The stress tensor r ⁄ The accumulated slip of the different slip systems c
c g , where the slip rate _ c g is equal to the last converged value as explained in Section 4.5 for the systems belonging to the set A, and equal to 0 for the other slip systems.
⁄ The critical shear stresses s ct 0 þdt g of the different systems are equal to s
In this incremental algorithm, for the current sub-increment, Dt is the remaining increment of time to reach the end of the step. Therefore, Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 are repeated until Dt equals zero.
Computation of the slip rates for a given active set
The system of Eq. (22) is strongly non linear. Its resolution is based on the iterative fixed point scheme. The application of this method involves the following procedure: The matrix ½ e W ðkÞ may be singular. Thus its inverse is replaced by its pseudo inverse in the iterations k before convergence. However, when this matrix is singular in the converged iteration, the perturbation technique is used in order to avoid this singularity. The resulting incremental algorithm is conveniently summarized below.
Set 1: identify the mechanical behavior over the sub-increment I d Identify the set of the potentially active slip systems P t 0 at t 0 by using Eq. (9) If the mechanical behavior is elastic, then go to set 2; otherwise go to set 3. Set 2: Elastic case of the algorithm Use the fixed point method in order to compute the length dt of I d (steps 1, 2 and 3 of Section 4.3.). Update the mechanical variables over I d (step 4 of Section 4.3.) and go to Set 1. Set 3: Plastic case of the algorithm Use the combinatorial research procedure in order to identify the set of the active slip systems. If the matrix W t 0 is singular then use the perturbation technique and go back to Set 2 (elastic case); otherwise go to the following point. Use the fixed point method in order to compute the length dt of I d (step 2 of Section 4.4). Use the fixed point method in order to compute the slip rates of the different active slip systems at the end of I d (Section 4.5). If the matrix W is singular then use the perturbation technique and go back to Set 2 (elastic case); otherwise go to the following point.
Update the mechanical variables over I d (sub-step 2.5.) and go to Set 1.
Use of the perturbation technique
Thanks to numerous numerical predictions, we noted that the loss of uniqueness ambiguity (i.e., a singular matrix or several solutions given by the combinatorial search procedure) occurred only when the stress state is located on a degenerated side. So, in our case, we considered that the loss of uniqueness ambiguity is the consequence of these degenerations, which are due to the equality between the various critical shear stresses. However, this equality seems to be physically unrealistic because real materials always contain imperfections. For instance, imperfections can result from the presence of a non-zero dislocation density created during the formation of the crystals (Hamelin et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2010; Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1985; Lim et al., 2011) . This density may produce a weak but non-zero latent hardening, which may, in turn, generate a small difference between the critical shear stresses. Therefore, we decided to add a minor (so that we can consider it is acceptable to the experimental tolerances), random, positive perturbation to the initial critical shear stresses: each s c0 s is replaced by s c0 s ð1 þ a s 10 À3 Þ with a s = a s+12 chosen randomly in the interval [0, 1] . From a practical point of view, after the application of this technique, we noted the total disappearance of these degenerations. Consequently, the perturbation technique appears to be an adequate alternative for the resolution of the loss of uniqueness ambiguity.
A few numerical remarks about the integration scheme developed
Rem. 1: From our numerical predictions, we observed that a single application of the perturbation technique is sufficient to guarantee the uniqueness of the solution for the subsequent time increments. Also, when the perturbation technique is applied, the matrix e W always becomes invertible for the combinations and time increments. So the use of the pseudoinversion technique, as requested in Section 4.5 is not necessary. Rem. 2: The implicit algorithm developed can be transformed easily into an explicit one. Indeed if the value of the slip rates computed by the combinatorial research procedure (21) is already a good estimation of the final solution. Additionally, the rotation of the crystal lattice over I d also evolve slowly in the case of a purely elastic state (Step 2 of the elastic algorithm). Then the iterative computation of dt (Sub-step 2.4. of the plastic algorithm) seldom requires more than three iterations. Rem. 4: Similarly, th fixed point method used in Subsection 4.5 seldom requires more than three iterations because the lattice rotation and the hardening modulus h are relatively stable and evolve slowly. Rem. 5: To improve the computational efficiency, it is suitable to choose the set P t 0 as a set of active slip systems in the first combination of the combinatorial search procedure (Step 1 of the plastic algorithm). Indeed, barring changes in the deformation path or elastic unloading, it is very probable that such a set P t 0 is the set of active systems over I d . Otherwise, if, for any system g, the solution _ c t 0 g (the solution of Eq. (21)) is negative or zero, then this system is inactive and is removed from the list of active slip systems. Hence a reduced system (21) is defined, and solved until all _ c t 0 g of the systems g 2 A become strictly positive. Rem. 6: In the application of the fixed point method (Section 4.5), the choice of the trial solution is important to minimize the number of iterations, thereby improving the efficiency of the resolution method.
Rem. 7: During the first sub-increments, the stress state is elastic ( r 0 ¼ 0 for t 0 = 0) until it reaches the first facet of the yield surface, which corresponds to the activation of the first slip system. Then, the stress state moves along the first facet until it activate a second slip system. In this manner, other facets are reached progressively in different sub-increments until arriving at a vertex of the yield surface. Fig. 2 illustrates the sequence of first encountering a facet of the rate independent crystal yield surface and then moving along this facet under a single slip until a second facet (corresponding to another slip system) is reached. This 2-D illustration explains the progression of the algorithm. Note that, during this process, some systems may be activated simultaneously. Generally, at this stage, only one sub-increment (for typical values of strain increments in FE simulations, which are about 0.1-1% of strain) is required in order to reach the next facet. So, for these sub-increments, the iterative computation of the time sub-increment dt is required as dt is generally smaller than Dt. However, the iterative computation of dt is only necessary during the first sub-increments, when the stress state is not yet located at a vertex of the yield surface (see next remark). Rem. 8: When the stress state at t 0 is laid on a vertex, C :
d is generally an outward vector with respect to the yield surface (see Fig. 2 ). As this yield surface is a convex space, the quantity M g : _ r À _ s c g is negative for all g R P t 0 . This implies that dt is equal to D t (see Eqs. (12) and (26)) even in the first iteration (for the computation of dt (1) ), which means that the iterative computation of dt converges directly to the final value Dt. Rem. 9: The algorithm still works when the different components of the hardening matrix h sg become equal to zero. This corresponds to the case of the perfect plasticity. In this case, Eq. (15) becomes:
This reduction of the Eq. (15) leads to an NLCP very similar to the form described in the paper. In this particular case (perfect plasticity), the matrix W of Eq. (33) is written in the following form:
Contrarily, the application of the integration scheme in this particular case becomes easier (in term of number of iterations and CPU time) than the application of the same scheme in the general case (where the components of the hardening matrix h sg are different from zero). This is due to the reduction of the non linearity level of the NLCP.
Comparison with other numerical algorithms
Our algorithm takes into account the rotation of the crystal lattice which is not the case of all the proposed algorithms (for example see Miehe and Schröder, 2001; Schröder and Miehe, 1997) . Unlike the algorithms developed in Anand and Kothari (1996) and Knockaert et al. (2000) , our algorithm is fully implicit. Indeed, the combinatorial research procedure is used in order to identify the set of active slip systems. Then, the slip rates are computed by using the fixed point method. This choice allows the value of the rotation (Eq. (29)) and the critical stresses (Eq. (30)) to be considered at the end of the time increment. In comparison, in the algorithms developed in Anand and Kothari (1996) and Knockaert et al. (2000) , the slip rates are computed by using the combinatorial research procedure without the fixed point method, which implies that the critical shear stresses are evaluated at the beginning of the time increment. Consequently, the NLCP (19) reduces to an LCP. Even though the use of explicit algorithms allows the problem Fig. 2 . Evolution of the stress state on a 2-D schematic representation of the single crystal yield surface.
of the iterative computation of the sub-increment dt to be avoided, it is widely known from multiple scientific publications that implicit algorithms are more stable, exhibit good convergence properties and are best suited for larger time increments. Likewise, the implicit procedure proposed in the present paper is quite stable and is valid for any slip system hardening law and for any number of active slip systems. The use of the perturbation technique at the beginning of the computation makes it possible to eliminate the indetermination problem linked to the degeneration of the yield surface for the subsequent time increments. In addition, the pseudo inversion technique (e.g., used in Anand and Kothari, 1996; Knockaert et al., 2000) , is applied to the different time increments to identify the solution when the matrix W is singular. However, it is not able to choose a solution when the number of solutions is finite (i.e., when the matrix W is non-singular and not positive). Fortunately, the perturbation technique eliminates the various degenerations of the yield surface and always leads to a positive definite matrix W.
In the development of the present algorithm, particular attention was paid to the computation of the length of the subincrement I d over which Schmid's law is fulfilled, which is generally not the case in other implicit algorithms.
Numerical results
In the current subsection, we focus on the accuracy, efficiency and robustness of the numerical schemes proposed. In particular, the algorithm developed is used in order to analyze and study several numerical points:
Simulation of single crystal behavior: the algorithm developed is used in order to simulate the mechanical behavior of the rate-independent single crystal at a finite strain and finite rotation. The problem of the loss of uniqueness in the active slip systems' set and the corresponding slip rates is thoroughly studied. The perturbation technique is compared with that of pseudo-inversion (Knockaert et al., 2000; Miehe et al., 1999) . Study of the efficiency and the accuracy of the integration algorithm: the numerical predictions obtained from the present integration algorithm are successfully compared with the numerical predictions presented in Miehe and Schröder (2001) . This comparison validates the accuracy of the developed algorithm. The compression test presented in Skalli et al. (1985) is simulated in this section. The numerical predictions in terms of texture evolution are favorably compared with the experimental results. Simulation of polycrystal behavior: the overall mechanical behavior of a polycrystal is computed by combining the implicit algorithm with Taylor's homogenization scheme (Van Houtte, 1987; Taylor, 1938a,b) . The effect of the number of grains and of the technique used to solve the non-uniqueness ambiguity on the overall response of the polycrystal is analyzed. Sensitivity study of the effect of the perturbation technique on the mechanical response of a polycrystal: in the field of single crystal behavior modeling with a rate-independent formulation, an important issue of the different algorithms is to solve the well-known ambiguity of the computation of the slip rates of the active slip systems. Comparisons between different techniques have been carried out by various authors: (Knockaert et al., 2000) compared the pseudo-inversion technique with viscous regularization based on the rate-dependant formulation. In addition (Miehe and Schröder, 2001 ) compared the pseudo-inversion technique with the diagonal shift method. They concluded that the latter technique is the simplest, most efficient concept. To the authors' knowledge, the study of the effect of these techniques on mechanical behavior at the polycrystal scale has not yet been undertaken in the literature. So, in the present paper a statistical study is carried out in order to study the effect of the perturbation technique on the overall response of the polycrystal. This statistical study points out that the effect of the technique diminishes with the number of grains constituting the polycrystal.
Material data
Except when explicitly stated otherwise, the material studied was Waspaloy, whose parameters were provided in AbdulLatif et al. (1998) . The elasticity was assumed to be isotropic with a Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio taken as (Ben Bettaieb, 2006) E ¼ 215 GPa; t ¼ 0:3:
ð37Þ
A strain-based hardening law was adopted with the hardening modulus h ab defined by the following equation:
where c b is the accumulated slip of the system b and Q and b are given as:
In Eq. (2), H ab denotes the components of a square matrix H. From experimental observations, Franciosi and Zaoui (1991) suggested a general form of this matrix in the case of FCC materials. This form depends on six interaction coefficients h 1 -h 6 : The numbering of the slip systems presented in the table above is given in Appendix A. The coefficient h 1 on the diagonal of H describes self-hardening whereas the other terms (H ab , a -b, having values from h 2 to h 6 ) describe latent hardening, i.e.
the potential of a slip system to be hardened by the activity of other slip systems. When h 1 is the sole non-zero coefficient of H, the hardening is called diagonal, whereas when all the coefficients are identical, the hardening is called isotropic. The choice of the hardening law described by Eqs. (2) and (3) and Table 2 was prompted by the fact that it includes several hardening forms (i.e., isotropic, diagonal, and anisotropic). Furthermore, the saturation of the hardening is well modeled by this law. Indeed, by increasing slips on the various systems, the behavior with hardening tends toward perfect plastic behavior, which is consistent with the basis of the crystal microstructure.
The six coefficients h 1 -h 6 are given in Abdul-Latif et al. (1998) for Waspaloy crystals (Table 3) : To illustrate the non-uniqueness ambiguity and to investigate the influence of the perturbation technique numerically on the response of a single crystal, our simulations were also carried out with isotropic and diagonal hardening:
Isotropic hardening: h 1 = h 2 = h 3 = h 4 = h 5 = h 6 = 1. Diagonal hardening: h 1 = 10, h 2 = h 3 = h 4 = h 5 = h 6 = 0.
The initial critical resolved shear stress was assumed to be the same for every slip system and equal to 240 MPa (AbdulLatif et al., 1998).
Single crystal simulations
Loading
Except when explicitly stated otherwise, the initial conditions of the simulations carried out in the current section are characterized by: 
with Id as the identity second-order tensor. The initial orientation r 0 holds such that the {1 0 0} directions of the lattice coincide with the 1-2-3 coordinates. Therefore, the first sub-increment is purely elastic. In this paper (except Section 5.2.2), the loading corresponds to a monotonic stretching test characterized by the following constant velocity gradient: 
The numerical results are expressed as functions of the accumulated strain e 11 = t l 11 . Taking into account the initial conditions and the expression of the velocity gradient l, we deduce that the first sub-increment I d is always purely elastic. At the beginning of the second sub-increment, eight slip systems {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 23, 24} are submitted to the same resolved shear stress which is equal to the critical shear stress and holds to be the set of potentially active slip systems (it is the case of the different simulations except Section 5.2.2).
Accuracy of the algorithm proposed: activation of one slip system
To assess the performance and the accuracy of the implicit algorithm proposed, a simple test defined by a constant velocity gradient l evaluated in the elastically relaxed configuration was simulated. In view of the activation of the first slip system only, l was assumed to be equal to 20:M 1 . This test is simulated over the time interval [0, t] with t chosen such that t: l 11 ¼ 0:6.
The critical resolved shear stress of the first slip system s c ref 1
, used as a reference, was computed analytically by the integration of the hardening law for the first slip system:
This analytical value was compared with the numerical value s cnum 1 , evaluated using the implicit integration scheme. The relative error between s cnum 1 and s cref 1 was less than 0.0002 in the interval [0, t] and its average over this interval was 0.0001. This example demonstrates the accuracy of the implicit integration algorithm in the case of single slip system activation.
Study of the non-uniqueness ambiguity
In this subsection, the behavior law is used in order to analyze the non-uniqueness ambiguity with the different hardening cases (i.e., anisotropic, isotropic, and diagonal).
5.2.3.1. Example of a unique solution: diagonal hardening. At the beginning of the second sub-increment (after the first elastic one), the set of the eigenvalues for w t 0 (see Eq. (18)) is equal to {333,329, 112,816, 112,816, 57,688, 57,688, 2560, 2560, 2560} . In this case, eight potentially active slip systems are activated ({1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 23, 24}) and we obtain the equalities
at any time t over [0, 1] (Fig. 3(a) ). Taking into account these equalities and the equations of the constitutive model, it can be deduced that the orientation remains unchanged r t = Id for t 2 [0, 1]. Consequently, we obtain r 22 = r 33 = Àr 11 /2 and r ij = 0 if i -j, illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . We also compared the response of the single crystal with and without perturbation of the initial critical resolved shear stresses and we noticed that the two responses were almost indistinguishable. The consistency between the two responses is due to the uniqueness property of the solution to the NLCP, which is ensured when the hardening is presumed to be diagonal (see the Appendix D). The perturbation technique makes the choice of one solution among the set of the possible solutions possible. So, when this set contains only one element, the effect of the perturbation technique on the response of the single crystal becomes negligible. In fact, we observed that the perturbation technique modified the path (defined by the order of activation of the slip systems), while the solution (consisting of the set of eight active slip systems) is independent of the perturbation used, as is the solution formed without perturbation.
5.2.3.2.
Example of a finite number of solutions: anisotropic hardening. At the beginning of the second sub-increment, the set of the eigenvalues for w t 0 is {333, 409, 110,684, 110,684, 55,014, 54,488, À648, 247, 67} . Thus w t 0 is invertible and its 6th eigenvalue is negative, so the number of solutions for the NLCP is finite but not necessarily equal to one. The combinatorial search procedure detailed in Section 4.4.3 found three distinct solutions: The first solution (denoted S1) corresponds to the activation of slip systems 1, 4, 7 and 23, which have identical accumulated slips at every time (Fig. 4(a) ). The second solution (S2) corresponds to the activation of slip systems 2, 5, 9 and 24 which also have identical accumulated slips at every time. Furthermore, the accumulated slips are equal to the values found in solution S1. This equality is due to the symmetries of the crystallographic structure. The third solution (S3) corresponds to the activation of the eight slip systems of solutions S1 and S2 together. Again, they have identical accumulated slips at every time (Fig. 4(a) ).
For both S1 and S2, the NLCP has a unique solution during all the remaining sub-increments. In contrast, S3 leads to an NLCP with three more solutions at the beginning of the third sub-increment. These solutions correspond to the activation of slip systems {1, 4, 7, 23}, {2, 5, 9, 24} and {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 23, 24} . If the last solution is chosen, an identical situation is reproduced at the fourth sub-increment, and so on.
For illustration purposes, the solution S3 was selected at the beginning of each sub-increment for t 2 [0, 0.5]. After t = 0.5, two strategies can be used:
Strategy S3-S1, corresponding to the activation of slip systems 1, 4, 7, 23 for t > 0.5. These four slip systems have identical accumulated slips at every time (Fig. 4(a) ). Strategy S3-S2, corresponding to the activation of slip systems 2, 5, 9, 24 for t > 0.5. These four slip systems have also identical accumulated slips at every time with a value equal to the one found in solution S3-S1.
For S3-S1 (or S3-S2) slip systems 2, 5, 9, 24 (or 1, 4, 7, 23, respectively) become inactive over [0.5, 1] (constant accumulated slips in Fig. 4(a) ).
The evolution of the components of the Cauchy stress tensor, for the five different strategies (S1, S2, S3, S3-S1 and S3-S2) are plotted in Fig. 4(b) and (c) . Clearly, the choice of a solution for the NLCP has a marked effect on the response of the single crystal. Taking into account Eqs. (1) and (2), the equality between the accumulated slips of the active systems implies that the rotation tensor remains constant and equal to Id. Thus, the assorted solutions fulfill r 22 = r 33 = Àr 11 /2 and r ij = 0 if i -j. It appears in Fig. 4 that components of the stress tensor for solutions S1 and S2 (just as S3-S1 and S3-S2, respectively) evolve in the same way, although the sets of the corresponding active slip systems are not identical. Furthermore, it can be noted that, after t = 0.5, solutions S3-S1 and S3-S2 behave like S1 and S2, respectively. Table 4 summarizes the solutions obtained from the NLCP in the case of anisotropic hardening. Symbols A 1 , A 2 and A 3 , respectively, stand for the sets of slip systems {1, 4, 7, 23}, {2, 5, 9, 24} and {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 23, 24} . The application of the perturbation technique at the beginning of the second sub-increment makes it possible to avoid the ambiguity of multiple solutions. Therefore, a unique solution can be found for this sub-increment as well as for the remaining sub-increments. Depending on the value of the perturbation, either solution S1 or S2 can be selected, which shows that these solutions are more stable (and appealing) than solution S3. On the other hand, the application of the pseudo-inverse technique yields solution S3. As previously mentioned, even though S1 and S2 correspond to different sets of active slip systems, they provide the same response of the material in terms of stress components, which proves the superiority of the perturbation technique for this example.
The finite number of solutions in the slip system selection is a numerical artifact resulting from the fact that simulations rely on the ''cube'' orientation. Such theoretical orientation presents unrealistic, ideal symmetries with regard to the loading axes. In the real material, this situation is never encountered. If a grain would present this orientation, the symmetries with regard to the macroscopic loading axes would be ineffective due to interactions with adjacent grains.
5.2.3.3.
Example of an infinite number of solutions: isotropic hardening. In this case, at the beginning of the second sub-increment, the set of the eigenvalues for w t 0 is {332, 817, 110,256, 110,256, 55128.2, 55128 .2, 0, 0, 0}. The set of the potentially active slip systems at the beginning of the second sub-increment is {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 23, 24}. Hence, w t 0 is singular and has a rank equal to 5. So the NLCP has an infinite number of solutions. One way to overcome the problematic loss of uniqueness is to use the pseudo-inversion technique in order to compute the pseudo-inverse of W as in Anand and Kothari (1996) . This technique allows for the selection of one solution, which is denoted by PSI below. Due to the symmetry of the problem and of the crystallographic structure, it was expected that the eight potentially active slip systems would become active simultaneously with identical slip rates at the beginning of the second sub-increment. Consequently, the same situation was reproduced at the beginning of the third sub-increment and the use of the pseudo-inversion was once more necessary; this situation was in fact reproduced for all subsequent sub-increments. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) , the eight activated slip systems have identical accumulated slips. Additionally, the perturbation technique was used to avoid the loss of uniqueness. The application of this technique with two distinct perturbations led to two different responses, which are denoted P1 and P2. For the first (second) response, slip systems 1, 4, 5, 9 and 24 (or 1, 4, 9, 23 and 24, respectively) were activated during deformation (Fig. 5(b) and (c) ). The difference between P1 and P2 was due to the permutations of some slip systems as a consequence of structural symmetries of the FCC single crystals: the accumulated slips of systems 1, 4, 5, 9 and 24 activated in P1 were equal to the accumulated slips of systems 1, 4, 9, 23 and 24 activated in P2, respectively. Table 4 Multiplicity of solutions of the NLCP. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of the selected solution over the total number of possible solutions of the NLCP at the beginning of the current sub-increment.
Solutions 0 Purely elastic sub-increment 0.002
It must be noted that once the perturbation technique is applied (for one of the two distinct perturbations), the solution of the problem becomes unique for the remaining sub-increments; hence it is not necessary to apply it again. Fig. 6 presents the response of the single crystal in terms of stress components predicted by PSI, P1 and P2; the three solutions are clearly different. Figs. 5 and 6 show that the response of the single crystal is inherently sensitive to the perturbation used.
It may be noted that the three solutions give the same result at the onset of plasticity (at the beginning of the second increment). Referring to the 2D illustration of the perturbation technique given in Fig. 1 , the PSIsolution would correspond to the degenerated vertex labeled A, while P1 and P2 would correspond to the simple vertices A 0 and A 00 , or vice versa. Due to the extremely low value of the perturbation, the stress states on the vertices A, A 0 and A 00 are almost identical at the beginning of the computation. The five activated slip systems obtained using the perturbation technique with any perturbation value always belong to the set of the eight slip systems of the PSI solution. During plastic deformation, as different sets of slip systems are activated for solutions PSI, P1 and P2 (as shown in Fig. 5 ), the crystal lattice rotation and the critical shear stresses evolve differently for the three solutions (according to Eqs. (2) and (8), respectively). As a result, the stress components diverge for solutions PSI, P1 and P2 (Fig. 6) .
It is not easy to determine which of these three solutions is the most acceptable from a physical standpoint. For one, the solution PSI assumes that the eight activated slip systems have exactly the same identical critical shear stress, which is not realistic. On the other hand, solutions P1 and P2 are based on slight but arbitrary differences in the initial critical shear stresses. Furthermore, it is also possible to compare the dissipated plastic work W p for these three solutions (Eq. (43)). It is clear from Fig. 7 that W p is larger in the case of the PSI solution than in the cases of the P1 or P2 solutions, which dissipated the 
Table 5
Orientations of the 36 single crystals (Miehe and Schröder, 2001) . Table 6 Simple shear stress. Data at e 12 = 0.01 (Miehe and Schröder, 2001 same plastic work. The equality of W p for solutions P1 and P2 can be related to the identical slip rates for these solutions (see Fig. 5 (b) and (c))
Comparison between explicit and implicit algorithm
As mentioned in previously, the proposed implicit algorithm can be simplified as an explicit one by avoiding the use of the fixed-point method to update the slip rates of the active slip systems. In order to compare these two integration schemes, isotropic hardening was considered and the same perturbation was applied to the two schemes. Fig. 8 shows that the numerical results obtained by using the implicit algorithm are remarkably similar to those obtained with the explicit algorithm (the time increment Dt was 0.02 s). This is due to the slow evolution in the slip rates of the different active slip systems. Indeed, the hardening component of the matrix W is small compared to the geometric one. Only the former may change during loading, while the latter is unchanged when the stress state remains located in the same vertex of the yield locus. This means that the change in the slip rates of the different active systems is very slow. This slow evolution implies that few iterations are required in order to update the slip rates for each sub-increment (in practice, 2-3 iterations), which makes the results of the explicit and implicit algorithm so similar. This explanation is consistent with the paper (Knockaert et al., 2000) but with respect to another hardening law. In that paper, the authors demonstrate that there is a slight influence of the length of the time increment on the results of their explicit algorithm.
The CPU time needed for the two algorithms was compared and proved to be nearly equivalent. This is due to the fact that the number of iterations does not exceed 2 or 3 iterations. These iterations are carried out without matrix inversion as Fig. 9 (continued) needed for, e.g. the Newton-Raphson method. This choice limits the time required for each iteration. So the use of the implicit algorithm does not lead to the increase of the CPU time of the simulation.
As demonstrated in Fig. 8 , the result of the explicit scheme displays a very low hardening at strains of about 0.55 (this is not a softening). This is due to the non evolution of the slip rates of the active slip systems in this deformation region.
In spite of the similar numerical results and computation time for the two schemes in this case, the development of the implicit algorithm was an ambitious task and is expected to provide more accurate results for particular applications.
Comparison with Miehe's predictions
Miehe and Schröder have developed in Miehe and Schröder (2001) an integration algorithm for rate independent single crystals. Their integration algorithm has been used in order to predict the mechanical behavior of several single crystals submitted to simple shear loading. In that paper, the elasticity was assumed to be isotropic. For this purpose, Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio were equal to 115 GPa and 0.33 respectively. The critical resolved shear stresses were assumed to be constant and equal to 1 MPa for all slip systems (so the hardening effects were neglected). The different crystals were assumed to be stress free in the initial state. A set of 36 different but equally spaced crystal orientations identical to a problem considered in Borja and Wren (1993) was used. The initial orientations of the 36 single crystal are given in Table 5 . The orientation matrix r is related to the angles u 1 and u 2 by the following relation: 
The results of Miehe and Schröder are given in Table 6 . By using our numerical algorithm, we obtain exactly the same state of activity of the slip system and the same stress level. The slips of the active systems of the single crystal number 10 (see Table 4 of about the numbering of the different single crystals) are given in Fig. 9 . This figure shows that the predictions of our integration scheme are very close to Miehe's predictions when the pseudo-inversion technique is used. The same stress level than in Borja and Wren (1993) was also obtained. This comparison is a validation of the accuracy of our integration algorithm. The sets of the active slip systems predicted by using the perturbation technique (here two different perturbations P1 and P2 were used) are different from the set determined when the pseudo-inversion technique is used with our integration algorithm and they are different from the set depicted by Miehe and Schröder (2001) . This result is consistent with the results observed in Section 5.2.3(c). Skalli et al. (1985) have studied (from numerical and experimental point of views) the mechanical behavior of 99.993% high purity aluminum sheets submitted to a compression test in the thickness direction. The sheets were obtained at the Voreppe research center of Cegedur Aluminium Pechiney by critical strain annealing. Experimentally, the evolution of the different grain orientations were measured on the basis of the grain shapes during compression (Skalli et al., 1985) . In their research two sheets were considered: a sheet named A and a sheet named B with thicknesses of 2 and 4 mm respectively. The first sheet contained 8 grains (numbered from 1A to 8A). The second sheet contained 11 grains (numbered from 1B to 11B). The experimental results for the individual grains are compared with the numerical lattice rotations calculated for different simple grain deformation modes, namely: fully constrained (FC) plane strain compression, and partially constrained plane strain compression in which one or both in-plane shears are not prescribed. In Skalli et al. (1985) , the calculations are performed using the classical Bishop-Hill method for FC deformations and the relaxed constraints (RC) method (Honneff and Mecking, 1978; Kocks and Canova, 1981) for partially prescribed grain deformations, together with the Renouard-Wintenberger minimum 2nd order work hypothesis (Renouard and Wintenberger, 1981) . The lattice rotations of almost half the grains (1A, 2A, 6A, 8A , 5B, 8B, 11B) were in good quantitative agreement with the RC model. Some grains (4A, 5A and eventually 3A) rotated according to the FC (Taylor) model along the minimum 2nd order work path. The rotations of the remaining grains (7A, 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 6B, 7B, 9B) were qualitatively close to the rather similar predictions of both models.
Comparison with Skalli et al. experimental results and predictions
Our numerical algorithm was used in order to predict the mechanical behavior of the last set of grains (7A, 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 6B, 7B, 9B). These grains were selected from the 19 initial grains because the predictions of Skalli et al. (based on the FC and RC boundary conditions) were close to the experimental results. Our numerical algorithm is used especially to predict the evolution of the lattice rotation. Among the eight selected grains cited above, we have observed that the simulation of the crystal orientation by our numerical algorithm for three grains (1B, 4B, 7B) yielded to accurate results (compared to the experimental measurement of Skalli et al.) . For the grains 3B and 9B, the results are farther from the experimental results, while the worst results were obtained for the grains 7A, 2B and 6B. The (1 0 0) pole figures corresponding to the lattice rotations at 100% of compression strain are given in Fig. 10 . In these figures, the red, blue, yellow and green dots correspond to the lattice rotation determined experimentally, by using the FC model, by using the RC model and by using our numerical integration algorithm respectively. So there are some predictions which are very close to the experimental results (closer than the Skalli et al. predictions) and other orientations farther from the experimental lattice rotations. These conclusions are consistent with the conclusions drawn in Skalli et al. (1985) .
Polycrystal simulations
Taylor's model
In the polycrystal simulations, Taylor's homogenization method (Taylor, 1938a,b, Taylor and Elam, 1923) was used. According to this method, the velocity gradients in all single crystals are the same and are equal to the macroscopic velocity gradient. With regard to the analysis of polycrystalline materials, a quasi-isotropic macroscopic initial state was constructed with a given number of grains that form the microstructure. This initial state of the polycrystalline aggregate was defined by an initial orientation distribution of the grains, which was in turn based on a representation in terms of quaternions as proposed in Bertram et al. (1998) . The initial volume fraction of each crystal was identical. The macroscopic velocity gradient L was chosen to be equal to the one used in Subsection 5.2, l, defined by Eq. (41).
Effect of the perturbation technique on the overall response of the polycrystal
In the aim of assessing the effect of the perturbation technique on the macroscopic response of the model, the predicted behavior of four polycrystals with 1, 10, 100 and 1000 grains, respectively, was analyzed. For each polycrystal, two different perturbations of the critical shear stresses of the different grains were used (P1 and P2). The von Mises equivalent macroscopic stress R eq is plotted as a function of the 11 components of the macroscopic accumulated strain E (E 11 is equal to t.L 11 ) in Fig. 11 . It is clear that the effect of the perturbation decreases significantly with an increasing number of grains defining the polycrystal. It appears that the behavior of the polycrystals becomes insensitive to the effect of the perturbation technique when a large number of grains is used. This conclusion is further investigated and quantified in the next subsection. Fig. 11 also shows that the model predicts nearly the same result with 10 or more grains. This observation was also noted by Pourboghrat et al. (2007) .
Sensitivity study
In this section, the sensitivity of the mechanical response of an FCC single crystal and a polycrystal to the perturbation of the critical resolved shear stresses is studied. The average response of the polycrystal was computed using Taylor's homogenization method. The material parameters, the initial conditions and the loading of the crystals are set up as in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The single crystal is submitted to a stretching test defined by the velocity gradient of Eq. (41) over [0, 1] . To study the sensitivity of the crystal response to the perturbation of the critical resolved shear stresses, we follow the subsequent statistical analysis:
where JðrÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
defines the von Mises equivalent stress and r d denotes the deviatoric part of r.
In practice, to obtain a representative population for the sensitivity study, the values n = 50 and p = 5 were selected.
5.4.1.2. Numerical results. Fig. 12 shows the results of this analysis for the different hardening forms presented in Section 5.1. The solid line in the figure represents V, the average of the normalized variance over the 50 tests. The response of the single crystal was highly dependent on the applied perturbation in the case of isotropic hardening ( Fig. 12(a) ) and less dependent (although the variance is still large) in the case of anisotropic hardening ( Fig. 12 (b) ). However, sensitivity is negligible when the hardening is presumed to be diagonal (Fig. 12(c) ). It can be concluded that the evolution of the sensitivity is consistent with the mathematical properties of the W matrix (singularity and positivity). Indeed, in the case of isotropic hardening, the NLCP may have an infinite number of solutions, which favors a wide choice for the set of active slip systems. This wide choice is the origin of the high sensitivity of the single crystal response. In the case of anisotropic hardening, the NLCP has a finite number of solutions. Thus the choice of the solution is not as wide as the preceding case, which causes a lower sensitivity.
Finally, the case of diagonal hardening corresponds to a positive definite W matrix, with a unique solution for the NLCP. This involves a low sensitivity of the single crystal response. Interested readers should refer to the Appendix D for further details about the properties of the W matrix for the different hardening forms.
The above numerical results demonstrate that the application of the perturbation technique may lead to significant problems of the model's response sensitivity in the case of single crystals.
5.4.2. Polycrystal case 5.4.2.1. Statistical methodology. The polycrystal is made up of m grains whose orientations are defined by the rotation matrices r k {k = 1,. . . , m}. These rotational matrices are selected randomly in order to model initial isotropic texture for the polycrystal. The material data is identical for all the crystals (as presented in Section 5.2) and the set of randomly perturbed initial critical resolved shear stresses is identical, as in Section 5.1. The polycrystal is submitted to a stretching test defined by an arbitrary rotation of the macroscopic velocity gradient L (defined in Section 5.2.1). To study the sensitivity of the polycrystal to the perturbation technique, we follow the following statistical analysis: 
Numerical results.
In order to numerically capture the effect of the number of grains on the sensitivity of the mechanical response of polycrystals to the perturbation technique, our predictions were performed using several polycrystals: ones with 10, 100 and 1000 grains. The results of this statistical analysis are shown in Figs. 13-15 for the isotropic, anisotropic and diagonal hardening forms, respectively. Clearly the sensitivity of the response to perturbation decreases rapidly as the number of grains increases for all hardening forms. In addition, as previously observed for single crystals, the variance is greatly influenced by the hardening form. The variance is lowest for diagonal hardening while the worst case is observed under isotropic hardening. Fig. 16 presents the evolution of the average of the normalized variances V versus the number of grains; the values obtained in Section 5.4.1 for single crystals are also plotted. From this figure, it appears that the predicted polycrystalline responses are not significantly sensitive to the perturbation technique when the number of grains is sufficiently large.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new implicit integration algorithm for modeling the response of FCC single crystals, in the case of rateindependent plasticity and large strain field is proposed. This algorithm is both efficient and accurate (it allows the integration the non linear set of equations issue from the single crystal model without any assumption or approximation). Initially designed for FCC crystal structures, it is general and flexible enough to be extended to other crystal structures such as BCC or HCP and to anisotropic elasticity, and it can be applied to any hardening law. This algorithm can also be transformed easily into an explicit one. In addition, the well-known ambiguity due to the loss of uniqueness is resolved with the perturbation technique. Studying the topology of the yield locus proves that the main cause of this ambiguity is the equality of the initial critical shear stresses. As a result, aside from introducing several rate-dependent approaches, which allow a unique solution to be selected, and the pseudo-inversion technique, the perturbation of the initial critical shear stresses is another way to overcome the ambiguity and to obtain a unique solution. This perturbation makes it possible to account for possible defects or dislocation history of the real materials.
The analysis of the simulation results for the single crystals and the polycrystals yields the following conclusions:
(1) The NLCP derived from the consistency condition may have one solution, a finite number of solutions or an infinite number of solutions. In the literature, the case of an infinite number of solutions has been widely studied, while the case with a finite number of solutions has not been treated enough. This paper gives additional information for this situation. (2) The type of hardening matrix has a significant influence on the material response due to the activation of different slip systems. (3) The difference between the simulation results obtained from the explicit algorithm and the implicit one is small. However, it must be noted that the case of simple, monotonic loading was investigated in this study (corresponding to a slow evolution in the slip rates). It is expected that for more realistic, complex loadings this difference would be larger. (4) The numerical algorithm developed in this paper permits to reproduce correctly the experimental results in some cases and gives less accurate results in other cases. (5) The statistical study points out that the mechanical response of the single crystal may be highly sensitive to the perturbation technique despite the low value of these perturbations (especially in the case of isotropic hardening). On the contrary, variance due to the application of the perturbation technique is averaged out for polycrystals, provided that the number of grains is large enough.
The fixed point method is a method of computing fixed points of iterated functions. It is used to solve non linear equation in the form: (Boukadia and Sidoroff, 1988) . Regarding the dependence between the different variables in our paper, we think that the fixed point method is more appropriate to solve our set of equations than other iterative methods (like the Newton-Raphson method for example). So we have decided to choose it. Practically, this method allows to solve Eq. (C.1) iteratively. After giving an initial solution (also named trial solution) to this problem noted x 0 , the iterative procedure may be written as:
x nþ1 ¼ f ðx n Þ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .
ðC:2Þ
This iterative procedure is repeated until verifying that:
jx iþ1 À x i j < e;
ðC:3Þ
where e is the required precision. In this case, x i+1 can be considered as an approximate solution of Eq. (C.1).
More generally, the function f can be defined on any metric space with values in that same space. So the fixed point method can be applied to solve a non-linear system of equations like in the case of the present paper.
Like the totality of the iterative methods (e.g. the Newton-Raphson method), the convergence of the fixed point method is not always guaranteed and it is very difficult to know, a priori, the number of iterations required to achieve an approximation of the solution at a given precision. The choice of the trial solution is very important to determine a solution to Eq. (C.1) with the minimum number of iterations. In our case, the choice of this trial solution is optimized in order to increase the efficiency of the iterative procedure. We observed that the iterative procedure converges always to a solution which is unique in 2 or 3 iterations.
Appendix D
It is helpful for the above discussions to briefly discuss the mathematical properties of w for the cases of the particular hardening forms used in this paper. 
